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  Alpine PSS-24WRA Jeep Wrangler JL 300
Watt Complete Sound System

   Brand: Alpine Car Audio
Product Code: PSS-24WRA
Availability: In Stock
UPC:  793276084903
MPN:  Alpine PSS-24WRA
Location:  Cleveland, Ohio

Price: $1,999.99 

Short Description
Alpine 300-Watt Complete Sound System Upgrade Package for the 2018+ Jeep
Wrangler and 2020+ Jeep Gladiator

Description
This 300-watt powered complete sound system upgrade increases overall
dynamic range and adds much-needed “top-off” sound performance to the
Jeep Wrangler JL and Jeep Gladiator.

Go beyond your wildest expectations for sound with this complete sound upgrade
package. The PSS-24WRA has 5-channels of powered sound that replaces your
factory system. The package includes two sets of 6.5” weather-resistant mid-bas
drivers and 1” weather-resist tweeters that replace the front and rear soundbar
factory speakers, an 8” powered, compact subwoofer and a 4-channel power
pack amplifier.

Your Jeep® begs for top-off drives, whether cruising down the highway or
weaving through trails, so you need a sound system that delivers music for all
your adventures. The PSS-24WRA is a 300-watt Complete Sound System
Upgrade Package for the four-door, non-amplified 2018-23 Jeep® Wrangler and
non-amplified 2020-23 Jeep® Gladiator.



The PSS-24WRA sound system is tuned for the unique cabin environment of the
2018-23 Jeep® Wrangler and 2020-23 Jeep® Gladiator. The weather-resistant
speakers are designed for powerful, top-off performance that’s unhindered by
weather, wind, or other noise while driving. The 6.5” mid-bass drivers bring out
the full potential of your sound, while the tweeters capture the high frequencies
often lost in music reproduction. The 8” compact subwoofer adds deep, accurate
bass that grounds your sound system.

 

 

FEATURES

Complete, five-channel powered sound system upgrade package
Compatible with four-door, non-amplified 2018-23 Jeep® Wrangler and
non-amplified 2020-23 Jeep® Gladiator*
Compatible with two-door, non-scissor front seats in 2019-23 Jeep®
Wrangler
Includes Alpine’s SPV-65X-WRA, SPV-65-JLT, PWE-S8, and KTP-445U
180W, 4-channel Power Pack amplifier
120W, 8” powered subwoofer
(2x) 6.5” weather-resistant mid-bass drivers
(2x) 1” weather-resistant teteron dome tweeters with vehicle-specific
connectors and crossovers
Vehicle-specific front speaker pods with vehicle-specific connectors
Tweeter adapter plates allow for the use of the original factory tweeter
locations
SPV-65-JLT weather-resistant rear soundbar speaker system
Rugged, premium grills designed to emulate the factory look and appeal

 

*Not compatible with OEM Alpine Premium Sound Systems
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